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EDITORIAL 

 

100 HOURS OF FUN UNDER THE STARS… AND THE SUN 

 

 

     As part of the International Year of Astronomy celebration, astronomers around the world participated in 100 

hours of observational astronomy in order to promote the science of astronomy and give enjoyment to the general 

public. 100 Hours of Astronomy is one of the cornerstone projects of the IYA 2009. 

 

     It is often said that the arena of public outreach and non-formal education is a specialty of amateur astronomers. 

Professionals have access to huge telescopes but it is mostly for research and formal education. On the other hand, 

amateurs have the luxury of time and resources in order to acquire modest astronomical equipment, either for visual 

observation or astrophotography. And when they are not using them in observing the night sky (or the sun) or taking 

photographs of the cosmos, members of astronomy organizations usually take them out for a night of stargazing 

with new society members or those who just happen to pass by the observing site. 

 

     It is through these events that a new breed of dedicated amateur and professional astronomers will emerge. 

Outreach observing sessions and lectures on the basics of astronomy are essential in promoting astronomy and other 

sciences. 

 

 
 

People lining up to view Saturn during the Global Star Party event hosted by the 

Astronomical League of the Philippines during the 100 Hours of Astronomy global 

celebration. 

Credit: Astronomical League of the Philippines. 

 

 

 

 
--- Raymund John Ang 

Managing Editor 
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ABSTRACT 

 

     The present article gives a detailed analysis of the new formulation of Titius-Bode law by 

(Poveda, Lara 2008) and of the hypothesis that this law may exist in extra-solar planetary systems. 

A thorough study of the correspondences between the calculated distances and the observed ones in 

the Solar system and in 55 Cancri is given. It is shown that Poveda-Lara hypothesis contains 

serious mistakes (both in theory and in calculations) that make it unacceptable. 

 

Key words: Planets and satellites, distribution of planetary distances, Titius-Bode law, Solar system, exo-

planetary systems 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

     In their article, Arcadio Poveda and Patricia Lara 

(Poveda, Lara 2008) tried to revive the so-called 

Titius-Bode “law” (TBL) (Nieto 1972) and to 

extrapolate it to other planetary systems, namely 55 

Cancri. The authors even predicted yet undiscovered 

planets in that system on a basis of their hypothesis. 

This approach is indeed very interesting since if this 

hypothesis had been correct it would have been a 

major step towards proving the physical nature of this 

highly controversial law. Obviously, if the 

distribution of planetary distances were governed by 

TBL not only in the Solar system but also in other 

planetary systems, it would clearly demonstrate that 

TBL is something more than a simple numerical 

coincidence. It would then have to be considered as a 

strict phenomenological rule valid for at least some 

planetary systems and waiting for a theoretical basis 

– somewhat like Kepler’s laws before Sir Isaac 

Newton explained them. 

 

     However, this hypothesis has some major flaws 

that seriously diminish its scientific value. In the 

present article, I will try to discuss these problems. It 

is important to highlight that similar mistakes are 

typical for all attempts to find a “better” formula of 

planetary distances. 

 

     TBL is considered by most astronomers as a 

numbers game, scientific journals dedicated to 

planetary sciences (like Icarus) stopped accepting 

papers dedicated to this “law”. However, even now 

renowned astronomers (and it is difficult to contest 

the fact that Professor Poveda is highly esteemed in 

the scholarly community) still believe in TBL. This is 

why a thorough review of mistakes committed by 

Poveda and Lara is in order. 
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     It is important to highlight that the question 

whether Titius-Bode is true is beyond the scope of 

the present paper – I will just try to analyze the 

arguments provided by Poveda and Lara to support 

their hypothesis. The critics is aimed, therefore, not 

against this “law” itself (which, anyway, is rejected 

by most scholars), but against the methodology used. 

 

 

1. THE STRUCTURE OF THE POVEDA-

LARA HYPOTHESIS 

 

     The Poveda-Lara hypothesis (PLH) is based on 

the following assumptions (Poveda, Lara 2008): 

 

1. The traditional form of TBL (1) has to be 

discarded.  

n
ia 23.04.0 ×+= ,    

  (1) 

ai – semi-major axis of the i-th planet 

(counting from the Sun), AU; 

n – exponent, n = – ∞  for Mercury and n = 

i – 2 for all other planets; 

 

2. Instead of the power formula (1) for TBL an 

exponential one (2) is used: 

n
n ea

5594.01912.0= ,   

  (2) 

 n – orbital number of the planet (counting 

form the Sun); 

 

3. The formula (2) does not include Mercury 

and Pluto. Mercury is excluded because its 

exponent n (the authors call it “the orbital 

number”) in the formula (1) is equal to  – 

∞ , which is devoid of any physical 

meaning and because the value of the 

constant 0.4 in (1) was arbitrarily chosen in 

order to ensure correct values of ai for 

Mercury and for the Earth. The reasons of 

Pluto’s exclusion are its “pathological” (as 

the authors say) orbit (the “pathology” is 

probably the high eccentricity of its orbit – 

this is why Pluto spends a part of its orbital 

period within the orbit of Neptune) and the 

fact that its origin is unknown (it is either a 

Kuiper belt object or a former satellite of 

Neptune); 

 

4. The authors suppose that some version of 

the exponential from of TBL (2) is also valid 

for 55 Cancri planetary system. They 

propose the following formula (3) that 

allegedly gives a good fit for all observed 

planets in that system: 

n
n ea

9975.00142.0= ,   

  (3) 

 n - orbital number of the planet (counting 

from the central star); 

 

5. According to the observations, the 55 Cancri 

system consists of 5 planets. However, the 

formula (3) gives a good fit with the 

observed data only if the planet that is now 

considered to be the fifth is actually the 

sixth. Therefore the authors predict the 

existence of a planet between the observed 

fourth and fifth planets in 55 Cancri. They 

also predict a seventh planet that should be 

located beyond the orbit of the fifth 

observed planet. 

 

 

2. THE “ORBITAL NUMBER” PROBLEM 

 

     As one can easily see, Poveda and Lara confused 

the meaning of the exponent n in the formulae (1) 

and (2) – almost certainly due to the fact that two 

different characteristics are denoted by the same 

letter n. Indeed, in the formulae (2) and (3) proposed 

by Poveda and Lara, n is the orbital number – i.e. the 

number of the planet counting from the central star. 

However, it is extremely fallacious to believe that n 

in the formula (1) is also the orbital number – it is 

just an exponent there (which may be a function of 

the orbital number). If it had been an orbital number, 

then Poveda and Lara would had been allowed to 

exclude from the formula (2) not only Mercury, but 

also Venus, as the orbital number 0 is devoid of any 

physical meaning too
1
 (this fact alone would have 

                                                           
1 As we will see, Poveda and Lara actually did exclude 

Venus from the formula (2) – but they did not mention it. 
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sufficed for the authors to realize that n in the 

formula (1) is not the orbital number at all). 

 

     Actually, it would be more correct to write down 

the traditional formula for TBL (1) as follows: 

 

N
na 23.04.0 ×+= ,   

  (4) 

)F(nN = ,     

 (5) 

n – orbital number. 

 

     That is, N is a function of the orbital number, but 

not the orbital number itself. 

 

     As N = – ∞  for Mercury and N = n – 2 for all 

other planets I would propose the following explicit 

presentation of N = F(n): 

)1sign(

2

−

−
=

n

n
N .    

  (6) 

 

     In this case the orbital number for Mercury is 1 – 

as it is expected to be, but N = – ∞  as it is 

prescribed by TBL in its traditional form. 

 

     It is interesting to mention that the formula (6) – 

while being absolutely obvious – has not been 

proposed by anybody. Of course, it does not provide 

the exponent N with a physical meaning as the orbital 

number is not a physical characteristic of a planet 

according to the mainstream astronomy. However, it 

links the unexplained exponent N in the formula (4) 

with the orbital number of the planet which makes 

the TBL in its traditional form less esoterical. 

 

 

3. THE PROBLEM OF THE “EXCLUSION 

OF PLANETS” 

 

     The authors say that they excluded Mercury and 

Pluto from the formula (2). In my opinion, it would 

be more correct to say that the authors recognize that 

Mercury and Pluto do not fit the formula (2) – if 

these planets had been indeed excluded from that 

formula then Venus should have been assigned the 

orbital number 1 (with Mercury excluded from the 

planetary sequence) which is not the case – the 

orbital number of Venus is actually 2 in Poveda and 

Lara’s calculations based on the formula (2). 

 

     Of course, this is just an incorrect formulation, but 

the second problem is much more serious – why a 

formula that should describe the distribution of 

planetary distances is not valid for all planets? The 

authors tried to provide us with an explanation of this 

“exclusion” of Mercury and Pluto. Let us analyze 

these reasons. 

 

1. Mercury: 

 

     Orbital number of Mercury in the traditional 

version of TBL is – ∞ , which has no physical 

meaning. This problem was discussed in detail in part 

1 of the present paper, and I hope that it is clear for 

the reader that Poveda and Lara’s understanding of 

the meaning of the exponent in the formula (1) is 

simply incorrect. 

 

     It is also important to highlight that the 

explanation of the fact that a parameter (semi-major 

axis of a planet) does not fit a given statistical 

formula of semi-major axes of planets is that this 

parameter corresponds to a strange exponent in 

another phenomenological formula can hardly be 

accepted as a valid explanation. 

 

     The constant 0.4 in the formula (1) was especially 

chosen to ensure the better correspondence of 

calculated distances of Mercury and the Earth to 

observed ones. The authors probably believe that if 

one chooses a constant in a phenomenological 

formula so that calculated parameters correspond to 

observed ones, it means that the creator of this 

formula adapts facts to calculations (which is 

considered to be a serious crime in the scholarly 

community). Obviously, it is not true: in all empirical 

formulae constants are chosen in a way that Poveda 

and Lara would call “arbitral”. An empirical formula 

must provide a good fit between observed and 
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calculated data, and its constants are chosen to ensure 

this fit. So this objection against including Mercury 

in the formula (2) must be rejected; 

 

2. Pluto: 

 

     Pluto has a “pathological” orbit – but the authors 

did not explain why the Pluto’s orbit is considered to 

be “pathological”. Probably the “pathology” is the 

fact that Pluto can come closer to the Sun than 

Neptune, or, in other words, the high eccentricity of 

the orbit of Pluto. But if the high eccentricity is an 

explanation for the absence of correspondence 

between calculated and real distances for a given 

planet, then we have to answer two questions: 1) why 

the eccentricity has such a big importance for a law 

of planetary distances? And, 2) if the eccentricity is 

indeed a reason for “exclusion” of a planet from the 

formula (2), why this reason was not cited for 

Mercury with the eccentricity equal to 0.21 – not so 

far from Pluto’s eccentricity (0.25) – this explanation 

for Mercury’s “exclusion” would be much more 

serious than the reasons cited above? As the authors 

did not answer these questions, we may safely 

discard this explanation. 

 

     The origin of Pluto is unknown – but the same is 

true for almost all planets. We know that most 

planets migrated within the Solar system and the 

orbital parameters (including distances) underwent 

changes. Does it mean that a law of planetary 

distances is allowed to be incorrect for other planets 

too? Obviously, it does not. Therefore, this 

explanation should also be rejected. 

 

     As one can see, the authors failed to provide us 

with a plausible explanation of the fact that the 

formula does not fit Mercury and Pluto. So their 

“exclusion” from the formula (2) is controversial and 

looks like to be an ad hoc adaptation of facts to a 

hypothesis. 

 

     Interestingly enough, the authors did not bother to 

mention if the formula (2) is valid for Eris which is 

considered to be a dwarf planet by the International 

Astronomical Union (like Pluto) and should therefore 

be included in their formula. We may suppose that 

Eris is also “excluded” from this formula. 

 

     At last, one may wonder why Poveda and Lara did 

not exclude the asteroid belt. Probably Ceres was 

preserved for historical reasons? The authors did not 

specify. 

 

     So let us repeat the question: Why do we have 

right to exclude any planet from the formula that is 

expected to describe the distribution of planetary 

distances? It seems to me that there is a logical 

contradiction – either the formula is valid for all 

planets (including Mercury, Pluto – or, better, for the 

TNO belt – and Eris) or it does not describe the 

structure of the Solar system. I am afraid that in this 

case the latter hypothesis is true. 

 

 

3. THE PROBLEM OF CALCULATED 

DISTANCES 

 

     The authors decided not to provide us with a 

comparison of distances calculated on a basis of the 

formula (2) and (3) and distances really observed in 

the Solar system and in 55 Cancri – they simply 

published a graph showing that there is a nice 

correspondence between calculations and 

observations for the Solar system and indicated that 

the coefficient of correlation is 0.992 for the formula 

(2) and 0.997 for the formula (3) (Poveda, Lara 2008) 

which should be indicative of a non-chance character 

of these formulae. 

 

     However, if we decide to calculate the distances 

on a basis of the formulae (2) and (3), we will clearly 

see that the fit is far from being ideal (Tables 1 and 2, 

next page). 
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TABLE 1 

COMPARISON OF REAL AND CALCULATED 

DISTANCES  

IN THE SOLAR SYTEM (FORMULA (2))
2
 

 

n Planet aR 

(real), 

AU 

aP 

(calculated 

on a basis 

of the 

formula 

(2)), AU 

%100×
−

=∆

R

RP

a

aa  

1 Mercury 0.387 0.335 - 13.56 

2 Venus 0.723 0.585 - 19.05 

3 Earth 1.000 1.024 2.40 

4 Mars 1.524 1.792 17.57 

5 Ceres 2.766 3.135 13.33 

6 Jupiter 5.203 5.485 5.41 

7 Saturn 9.537 9.596 0.62 

8 Uranus 19.191 16.790 - 12.51 

9 Neptune 30.14 29.376 - 2.53 

10 Pluto 39.482 51.396 30.18 

11 Eris 67.668 89.924 32.89 

 

     The discrepancies are very high for Venus, Mars, 

Ceres
3
 and Uranus. Unfortunately, the authors did not 

provide us with any good explanation of these 

differences between the formula and the reality. They 

do not even mention them. 

 

     It is important to indicate that ∆  is huge for 

Venus and Mars, which, according to the authors, fit 

the formula. However, Venus and Mars are actually 

“excluded” from the formula (2) – even Mercury fits 

this formula better than Venus and Mars do. It is 

                                                           
2 Data for planets which are, according to Poveda and Lara, 

“excluded” from the formula (2) are given in italics. Data 

for Eris, which is not even mentioned by Poveda and Lara, 

are underlined. 
3 The situation with Ceres may be fixed if one supposes 

that Ceres has not been necessarily chosen as the typical 

representative of the asteroid belt: it would suffice to 

replace it with another massive body from the main belt 

(the best fit would be ensured with 52 Europe, aR = 3.101, 

which is the sixth largest asteroid). But in this case one has 

to explain why the formula of distribution of planetary 

distances is not valid for a dwarf planet which is replaced 

by another massive body from the main belt? 

surprising that the authors did not indicate this fact 

and did not try to explain it. 

 

     It is not necessary to highlight that if we accept 

such big discrepancies, then we are allowed to use 

virtually any formula to describe distribution of 

planetary distances. 

 

     As we can see, D is high for n = 2 and n = 3, 

which may be indicative of a problem with the 

formula for TBL (3). Again, D for the 3
rd

 planet is 

higher than for Mercury, so the authors should have 

“excluded” this planet from the formula (3). 

 

     Unfortunately, the same discrepancies between 

calculated and observed distances exist in 55 Cancri, 

too: 

 

TABLE 2 

COMPARISON OF REAL AND CALCULATED 

DISTANCES IN CANCRI 55
4
 

 

n AR 

(real), 

AU 

AP 

(calculated 

on a basis of 

the formula 

(3)), AU 

%100×
−

=

R

RP

a

AA
D  

1 0.038 0.039 2.63 

2 0.115 0.104 - 9.57 

3 0.24 0.283 17.92 

4 0.781 0.768 - 1.66 

5 ? 2.08 ? 

6 5.77 5.643 - 2.20 

7 ? 15.3 ? 

 

     The authors did not provide any explanation for 

these differences either. Neither did they even 

indicate them. 

 

     Interestingly enough, despite the high 

discrepancies between theoretical and observed data 

for known planets, the authors predict the precise 

distances for yet unknown planets – not the range of 

distances where these planets should be looked for. 

                                                           
4 Calculations for predicted planets are given in italics. 
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     One can easily see that the difference between the 

observed data and the distances calculated on a basis 

of the formulae (2) and (3) is very high, which allows 

us to reject them. 

 

 

4. METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS 

 

It seems to me that the authors overlooked two very 

important problems in their methodology of 

prediction of new planets in other planetary systems 

(even if we admit that there is a fit between real and 

theoretical data for “included” planets): 

 

1. As the authors admit themselves, the 

formula (2) is “truncated” – it “excludes” 

two planets. In my opinion, it is incorrect to 

use methodology that requires “excluding” 

planets for precise prediction of new planets 

in a different planetary system: this 

methodology is just unable to ensure the 

necessary degree of precision – we must 

always keep in mind that unknown planets 

may just be anywhere, at any distance form 

the central star (at least within the orbit of 

the first known planet and beyond the orbit 

of the last known one); 

 

2. It is well known that an exponential formula 

of planetary distribution in the Solar system 

either “excludes” some planets or creates 

gaps between known planets (Badolati 

1982). The formula (2) is a nice example of 

“exclusion”. And we are allowed to suppose 

that the planets “predicted” by the formula 

(3) are just an example of such gaps. At least 

the authors should have bothered to show 

the difference between their predictions and 

the gaps between Vesta and Mars, and 

between Saturn and Uranus predicted by the 

Armellini-Basano-Hughes law  

 

n
na 52.1283.0 ×=  (Badolati 1982). 

 

     So from the methodological point of view, it is 

incorrect to use the authors’ model for precise 

prediction of new planets and the authors could not 

effectively predict new planets in 55 Cancri – they 

just introduced gaps between known planets in that 

system. These gaps may be occupied but yet 

undiscovered planets – but not necessarily. And the 

authors did not try to show why the hypothesis of 

existence of new planets in these gaps should have 

the priority. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

     TBL is a very important issue in the planetary 

science as it is close to the status of a 

phenomenological law but has no theoretical 

explanation (or at least it has no explanation accepted 

by the majority of the scholarly community). An 

attempt made by Poveda and Lara to confirm this law 

by the data from a different planetary system is very 

interesting and important as it could have helped us 

to better understand the nature of TBL. However, due 

to serious mistakes committed by the authors, their 

hypothesis should be rejected and the question of 

existence of TBL in other planetary systems (as well 

as the question of its best mathematical form in the 

Solar system) remains open.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

     The history of astronomy in the Philippines since it started in 1897 will be described. The 

development of astronomical resources, activities and education after its hundred years of existence 

will be emphasized. 

 

 

1. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

 

     Work in astronomy in the Philippines started in 

1897. It was one of the functions of the 

“Observatorio de Meteorologico de Manila” (OMM), 

which performed not only meteorological and 

astronomical services but also seismological and 

terrestrial magnetism services. Its astronomical 

activities were mostly limited to timekeeping and 

observation of solar and stellar phenomena. 

 

 
 

     The OMM began as a private institution in 1865 

and became a government agency as the Weather 

Bureau in 1901 with its observatory in Manila as its 

central office. During the Second World War, the 

astronomical observatory was destroyed and a new 

observatory was constructed within the campus of the 

University of the Philippines in Quezon City in 1954. 

It remained there up to the present time, now under 

the Philippine Atmospheric, Geophysical and 

Astronomical Services Administration (PAGASA), 

as the only government observatory. From 1954, the 

observatory has not seen any major change until 

1998. The construction of a planetarium in the 

PAGASA Science Garden in Quezon City in 

September 1977 is the only addition to the facilities 

of the agency [1]. 

 

     Likewise, its activities are practically the same, 

except for the publication of astronomical data and 

the conduct of occasional telescope and stargazing 

sessions up to 1993. 

 

 

2. DEVELOPMENTS IN ASTRONOMY 

 

     At present, there are only two institutions in the 

country that perform astronomical functions. 

 

     These include the PAGASA and the National 

Museum (NM) Planetarium, a government 

institution, which is under the auspices of the 

Department of Education (DepEd). The succeeding 
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paragraphs describe the development of astronomical 

resources and activities in PAGASA and education in 

the Philippines. 

 

2.1. RESOURCES 

 

     PAGASA is presently under the supervision of the 

Department of Science and Technology (DOST) and 

is composed of nine branches or divisions, which in 

turn is composed of sections. A section in astronomy 

is under the Atmospheric, Geophysical and Space 

Sciences Branch (AGSSB), which is basically the 

research and training arm of PAGASA. The 

Astronomy Research and Development Section 

(AsRDS) is staffed by 19 professional-level 

employees who hold college degrees and graduate 

studies and by 16 sub-professional-level employees. 

 

     As earlier mentioned, PAGASA has an 

astronomical observatory and a planetarium, which 

are both managed by AsRDS, AGSSB. In addition to 

its seven (7) small telescopes of various sizes, the 

largest of which is the 30-cm, the observatory 

acquired five (5) 25-cm and an 18-cm MEADE 

telescopes in 1998. Four (4) of the above-mentioned 

25-cm telescopes where distributed to Legazpi, Cebu, 

Davao and Cagayan de Oro, the four regional field 

stations of PAGASA that are located at various parts 

of the country. The telescopes were being utilized to 

promote astronomy in the countryside. 

 

 
 

     The greatest addition to the observatory is the 45-

cm telescope that was donated by the Japanese 

Government through its Cultural Grant-aid Program. 

To be able to accommodate the donated telescope 

and its accessories, the observatory was renovated in 

1999. It was installed in 2000 and was inaugurated in 

2001, replacing the 30-cm reflector type telescope 

that was formerly installed thereat. The donated 

telescope has a photometer and a spectrograph as its 

accessories. Unfortunately, in 2003, the photometer 

was stolen at the observatory. 

 

     In 2001, Gunma Astronomical Observatory 

(GAO) of Japan donated an ST8 CCD. The 

spectrograph was also repaired so that the donated 

CCD could be attached to it, instead of a 

photographic camera. 

 

     In addition to telescopes, the observatory is also 

equipped with an Rb/GPS Timing System that 

replaced the old quartz clock on 20 February 2004. 

The timing system is being utilized for determining 

the Philippine Standard Time (PST) up to the nearest 

tenth of a second. The atomic clock is also equipped 

with a Network Time Protocol (NTP) system that 

allows the general public to check their time pieces 

through the Internet. 

 

 
 

     The PAGASA Planetarium at the Science Garden 

can seat 100 people. The AsRDS personnel give 

astronomical lectures to visitors, who are mostly 

students and teachers in elementary and high schools. 
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     Minor repairs were done inside the dome of the 

Planetarium in 2005 including the replacement of its 

worn-out chairs. Such renovation enabled the agency 

to increase the entrance fee being charged from 0.10 

to 0.50 cents that is being used to help defray part of 

the maintenance expenses. 

 

     Inasmuch as most of the astronomical facilities of 

the country are located in Luzon, particularly in 

Metro Manila, the children and other astronomy 

enthusiasts who live far from these places are being 

deprived of making use of the said facilities. With the 

objective of reaching more people in the countryside 

thereby promoting astronomy to a greater number of 

people at a lesser cost, a mobile planetarium was 

acquired by the AsRDS in 1999. 

 

     The said planetarium has been traveling to various 

places upon request of interested parties on a first-

come, first-served basis. Requesting parties in return 

shoulder all the expenses pertaining to the activity. 

 

2.2. ACTIVITIES 

 

     The principal activities of the AsRDS consist of 

sunspot and lunar occultation observations and 

observations of the satellites of Jupiter and the 

transits of Mercury, of comets and other planets. It 

also observes astronomical phenomena that are seen 

in the country.  

   

     With the approval of the application of the 

Philippines as Associate Member of the IAU during 

the General Assembly in Manchester in 2000, a 

cooperation between the IAU/TAD and PAGASA 

was signed in 2002. In 2003, an astronomical 

observation program was established at the 

observatory through the assistance of Dr. Armando 

Fierro, a visiting lecturer of the IAU/TAD. Hence, in 

2004 through 2006, the AsRDS personnel conducted 

variable star observations using the 45-cm telescope 

and CCD. At present, reduction of data is being done 

using the IRAF software.  

   

     The AsRDS also publishes data that are derived 

from computations based on subscribed international 

publications. The publications are one of the 

principal sources of income of AsRDS.  

   

     The other important activity of AsRDS is time-

keeping. The agency was designated by law to be the 

official timekeeper of the country. Hence the Rb/GPS 

Timing System previously mentioned is used to 

perform this mandate. 

 

     Lastly, AsRDS engages in the promotion of 

astronomy, including space science in the 

Philippines, through its planetarium shows and 

publication of astronomical posters. Its staff conducts 

and/or serves as resource speakers in lectures and 

seminars on astronomy and stargazing and 

telescoping sessions in various parts of the 

archipelago. It coordinates and collaborates with 

other agencies or institutions in this field, such as the 

fifteen (15) organizations of astronomical societies in 

the Philippines. 

 

 
   

     In 1997, in celebration of its centennial year in 

astronomy and also to promote the science, various 

revitalizing activities in astronomy were conducted. 

Some of these include the information, education and 

communication programs in astronomy press releases 

and radio/TV interviews, seminar/ workshops for 

science teachers and students, grant of honor and 

recognition awards to five outstanding Filipino 

astronomers and conduct of Astro Olympiad, a 

contest in astronomy [2]. 

 

2.3. EDUCATION 

 

     Astronomy is taught as a part of the general 

science subject in elementary schools where it is 
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normally given a three-hour per week period in 

Grades V and VI classes in the Philippines. It is an 

elective subject, which is taken in one semester (four 

months) in the first year high school level.  

   

     Before 2002, there is no single university in the 

country that offers an astronomy course. In School 

Year (SY) 2002-2003, the University of the 

Philippines through its National Institute of Physics 

offered an astronomy subject entitled “Physics and 

Astronomy for Pedestrians”.  

   

     SY 2005-2006 marked a great change in the 

history of Philippine education in the field of 

astronomy. For the first time, the Rizal Technological 

University (RTU) offered a graduate program leading 

to a degree of Master of Science in Astronomy. The 

course, which is descriptive in nature, is designed for 

students with any B. S. degree, who are interested in 

astronomy.  

   

     The RTU has taken undisputed leadership in the 

field of Space Education in the country. Hence, on 

the first semester of SY 2007-2008, a 5-yr Bachelor 

of Science in Astronomy Technology will be offered 

in the said university. The course will introduce 

astronomy to younger people who will make science 

and technology their lifetime careers. The designed 

course is customized to be wide in scope where 

research and observation will be given priority, to 

push the frontiers in these fields at least in the 

Philippines for the meanwhile.  

   

     In PAGASA, the personnel of the AsRDS who are 

performing all the previously mentioned astronomical 

activities do not have a formal education in 

astronomy. The knowledge in astronomy that they 

possess is obtained through the infrequent in-service 

training courses conducted by the agency and through 

the books that were procured, usually from overseas 

sources.  

   

     The Chief of AsRDS, undertook a course on 

Astronomy and Astronomical Observation at GAO in 

2001. Seven (7) personnel also participated in the 

International School for Young Astronomers (ISYA). 

Three of them attended the ISYA held in Thailand in 

2001 while the remaining four are attending the 

course, which is presently being held in Malaysia.  

   

     The signing of the Memorandum of Agreement 

between the IAU/TAD and PAGASA in 2002 led to 

the conduct of the Astronomers Training Course in 

the agency in 2003. Five (5) visiting lecturers of the 

IAU delivered lectures on various topics. PAGASA 

is still waiting for the availability of a lecturer to 

complete the course.  

   

     Three (3) astronomy personnel are also presently 

pursuing an M. Sc. degree in Astronomy at RTU. 

They are expected to finish the course in 2009. An 

AsRDS personnel is also presently completing a 

course on space science in India with a research topic 

on variable star photometry.  

   

     In the last quarter of 2007, another personnel of 

the astronomy section will undergo and On-the-Job 

Training on Outreach and Astronomical Research 

Activities at GAO. The activity will be made possible 

by a cooperation between IAU/TAD, GAO and 

PAGASA. 

 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

 

     Given the preceding information on the past and 

present resources, activities and education in 

astronomy in the Philippines, it is not difficult to 

make a projection of the status of the science in the 

near future. In 1996, it was foreseen that, in the next 

decade, the development of astronomy in the country 

will remain as lethargic as it has been for the past 

four decades, unless drastic positive changes were 

implemented.  

   

     With the successful implementation of some of 

the revitalizing activities that were planned in 1997, 

particularly the installation of the donated 45-cm 

telescope and the enhancement of astronomical 

knowledge in astronomy of the PAGASA personnel 

as well as other astronomy enthusiasts, the Filipinos 
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can always hope for a better and brighter future for 

astronomy in the Philippines. 

 

NOTE: The Astronomy Research and Development 

Section (AsRDS) of PAGASA is currently known as 

Space Sciences and Astronomy Section (SSAS).\ 

 

     This article was initially published in the 

Astronomy Section of the PAGASA-DOST website. 
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Astronomical League of the Philippines 

Rizal Technological University, Department of Astronomy 

Sidewalk Astronomers Philippines 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

     This is the official report of the 100 Hours of Astronomy event held in the Philippines in 

celebration of the International Year of Astronomy 2009. 100HA is one of the cornerstone projects 

of IYA 2009 aimed at promoting observational astronomy and astronomy appreciation among the 

general public. Dr. Armando Lee was chosen by the Sidewalk Astronomers to be its National 

Coordinator for the International Sidewalk Astronomy Night and Global Star Party event in the 

country. 

 

 

I. Statistics 

 

1. Number of public visitors attending events: 

 

A total of 3,830 people were able to view 

through the telescopes set up by Sidewalk 

Astronomers Philippines. 

 

Breakdown: 

• 50 from solar viewing at Malibay Plaza (4/2/09) 

• 70 from solar viewing at Malibay Plaza (4/3/09) 

• 800 from EDSA overpass (C. Jose & E. 

Rodriguez foot bridges 4/2/09) 

• 600 from EDSA overpass (C. Jose & E. 

Rodriguez foot bridges 4/3/09) 

• 70 from GSP at St. Therese Shrine Parish, 

Villamor Air Base, Pasay City (4/4/09) 

• 1,000 from the Global Star Party event at Rajah 

Solayman Park, Malate, Manila City (4/4/09) 

• 40 from SUNday at Boardwalk, Manila City 

(4/5/09) 

• 1,200 from SUNday and Evening Telescope 

Viewing at St. Andrews Parish, Paranaque City 

(4/5/09) 

2. Cities and Townships: 

 

Pasay City  

Paranaque City 

Manila City 

 

II. Core Strategies 

 

     A small group of sidewalk astronomers operating 

on zero budget was able to participate and got very 

good coverage of people in the community by using 

strategies like: 

 

     A. Service Delivery – actual free telescope 

viewing sessions covering a wide range of audience 

from street children, to church goers, to pedestrians, 

to commuters and students. (Please see activity 

pictures on page 19 to 22.) 

 

     B. Promotion of Awareness – media 

announcements, TV and radio interviews which 
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covered practically the whole Philippine islands 

announcing the coming 100HA events and activities. 

 

 
Press conference sponsored by NOC-IYA with 

participation of SM SDC, ALP and RTU. 

 

 
 

 
Radio and TV interview at Teledyaryo and 

Channel 2 TV stations by NOC-IYA Dr. Cynthia 

Celebre, RTU Dept of Astronomy Dr. Jesus 

Torres, and SA’s Dr. Armando Lee. 

 

     C. Advocacy – informing local officials, church 

leaders, students, and amateur astronomers of the 

coming 100HA activities and inviting them to join in 

the celebration. 

 

 
 

Free astronomy lectures given by ALP members 

Dr. Armando Lee and Christopher Go to the mall 

goers of SM SDC and affiliated schools in 

Manila and Pasay City. 100HA events and 

activities were announced and promoted as well. 

 

 

 
 

100 Hours of Astronomy events were announced 

and promoted in various schools. 

 

 

 
 

Church grounds in Pasay were key areas to 

promote Astronomy and the IYA 2009 

celebration, particularly the 100HA, facilitating 

awareness to 100HA and IYA events. 
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Out of town campus stargazing activities held to 

promote Astronomy and the coming 100HA 

activities. 

 

 

     D. Capability Building – on site and on event 

training of astronomy students & amateurs on how to 

operate telescopes as well as how to manage crowd 

during public viewing sessions especially during a 

partial solar eclipse (January 2009) and the Beauty 

without Borders (Venus viewing) event by the 

Sidewalk Astronomer. 

 

 

 
 

Astronomy students from Rizal Technological 

University were given the task to facilitate the 

free public viewing of the Partial Solar Eclipse of 

January 2009 at the SM Mall of Asia sea wall in 

front of Aling Mashya Restaurant. 

 

This event served as a training opportunity for 

students in observational astronomy and 

astronomical imaging, two vital components in 

the field of study. 

 

 
RTU astronomy students were able to view and 

participate in imaging the Partial Solar Eclipse of 

January 2009 with Dr. Armando Lee’s 

supervision. 

Above is a crescent sunset taken by the group. 

 

 

     E. Networking and Coordination – 

communication, coordination, and cooperation with 

government entities, like Barangay 144 of EDSA-

Malibay, Pasay City, NGOs, like the Astronomical 

League of the Philippines (ALP), International Year 

of Astronomy National Organizing Committee, Rizal 

Technological University Astronomy Students’ 

Association (RTU-ASA), Paranaque Development 

Foundation (PDF), Philippine Academy of Family 

Physicians – Pasay Paranaque Las Piñas Muntinlupa 

Chapter (PAFP-PPLM Chapter), Auxiliary to the 

Phil. Medical Society – Pasay Paranaque Chapter 

(APMA-PPMS) and the Pasay-Paranaque Medical 

Society (PPMS).  

 

 
A press conference sponsored by IYA National 

Organizing Committee – Philippines was held 

and featured the different activities planned out 

by participating organizations. The SA and ALP 

free public viewing sites where presented as well. 
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SA activities were reported to the IYA 100HA 

National Organizer, Frederick Gabriana (right), 

shown here next to Dr. Armando Lee (left). Photo 

was taken during the SUNday activity with the 

Astronomical League of the Philippines. 

 

 
Pasay Paranaque Medical Society, led by the 

President Dr. Noh Lopez, and Dr. Jojo Carrabeo 

of Paranaque Develoment Foundation gave all 

out support for the SUNday activity and the last 

evening of 100HA held at the St. Andrews 

Church grounds in Paranaque City. 

 

 
Barangay officials of Brgy. 144 EDSA – 

Malibay, led by Capt. Bartolome, participated 

and coorperated well during the public viewing 

sessions held along EDSA highway Malibay, 

Pasay City 

 

 

     F. Monitoring and Evaluation – documenting the 

events by photography and manual counting; 

feedback monitoring of participants’ comments and 

reactions. 

 

 

III. ACTIVITY PICTURES FROM 100HA 

ORGANIZED BY DR. ARMANDO LEE: 

 

 
Malibay Plaza, Pasay City – Free Solar Viewing 

for the public by SA & APMA-PPMS 4/2/09 

 

 
EDSA C. Jose foot bridge, Pasay City – Free 

Saturn and Moon viewing by SA & APMA-PPMS 

4/2/09 

 

 
EDSA E. Rodriguez foot bridge, Pasay City – Free 

Saturn and Moon viewing by SA and APMA- 

PPMS 4/2/09 
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Malibay Plaza, Pasay City – Free Solar Viewing 

for the public 4/3/09 

 

 
EDSA C. Jose foot bridge, Pasay City – Free Saturn 

and Moon viewing by SA 4/3/09 

 

 
EDSA E. Rodriguez foot bridge, Pasay City – Free 

Saturn, Stars and Moon viewing by SA 4/3/09 

 

 
Shrine of St. Therese Parish, Villamor Air Base, 

Pasay City – Global Star Party by SA 4/4/09 

 
Shrine of St. Therese Parish, Villamor Air Base, 

Pasay City – Global Star Party by SA & PAFP –

PPLM Chapter 4/4/09 

 

 
Rajah Solayman Park, Manila City – Global Star 

Party by SA & ALP 4/4/09 

 

     April 4, 2009. Members of the Astronomical 

League of the Philippines and Sidewalk 

Astronomers Philippines held a successful 

stargazing event for the public in connection with 

the 100 Hours of Astronomy event in the country. 

 

 
Rajah Solayman Park, Manila City – Global Star 

Party by SA & ALP 4/4/09 

 

     ALP and SA-Philippines members brought along 

a barrage of telescopes so ordinary folks can enjoy 
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the night sky and, hopefully, entice them to become 

astronomy enthusiasts as well. 

 

 
Rajah Solayman Park, Manila City – Global Star 

Party by SA & ALP 4/4/09 

 

     Members of the Astronomical League of the 

Philippines post for posterity after the conclusion of 

the Global Star Party event – 100 Hours of 

Astronomy. 

 

 

 
Boardwalk/Manila Oceanarium Parking lot – 

SUNday by SA & ALP 4/5/09 

 

 
Boardwalk/Manila Oceanarium Parking lot – 

SUNday by SA & ALP 4/5/09 

 

 
SUNday by SA, PDF & PPMS at St. Andrews 

Parish 4/5/09 

 

     It is not only during nighttime that 

astronomers would want to go outside and do 

some observational works. The closest star to 

our planet, the Sun, is an interesting subject as 

well. Using a simple solar filter, spots on the 

surface of the sun can easily be recognized and 

studied. With advanced filtering system, such as 

Hα filter, one can clearly see the arcing 

prominences at the solar limb. 

 

     April 5, 2009. Equipped with appropriate 

solar filters, members of the Astronomical 

League of the Philippines and Sidewalk 

Astronomers – Philippines participated in a sun-

gazing session called SUN-Day in order to 

engage in public outreach, as well as to promote 

the science and beauty of astronomy, 

particularly solar astronomy, to the general 

public. 

 

 
SUNday by SA, PDF & APMA-PPMS at St. 

Andrews Parish 4/5/09 

 

     Through public outreach programs – stargazing 

events and lecture presentations – amateur 
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astronomers have become important catalyst in 

promoting astronomy both as a hobby and as a 

field of science. 

 

 
Early Evening Telescope Viewing Session at St. 

Andrews Parish 4/5/09 by SA, PDF & APMA-PPMS 

 

     An effective way of promoting astronomy is by 

creating strong partnership with local communities 

and religious organizations. 

 

 
Early Evening Telescope Viewing Session at St. 

Andrews Parish 4/5/09 by SA, Paranaque 

Development Foundation (PDF) & APMA-PPMS 

 

 
Street children of Malibay EDSA overpasses (C. 

Jose and E. Rodriguez foot bridges) enjoyed the 

memorable event facilitated by Sidewalk 

Astronomers Philippines and Brgy. 144 officials. 

 
A banner commemorating the International 

Sidewalk Astronomy Night/Global Star Party 2009 

celebrated by the Astronomical League of the 

Philippines, Sidewalk Astronomers, Rizal 

Technological University and the Manila 

Planetarium. 

 

 

REFERENCE WEBSITES: 

 

www.astroleaguephils.org 

www.100hoursofastronomy.org 

www.astronomy2009.ph 

www.sidewalkastronomers.us 

 

GOOGLE Search Keywords: Crescent Sunset, 

Beauty without Borders, Armando Lee, ALP, 100HA 

SA, EDSA 100HA public viewing 
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GALLERY 
 

 

 

IMAGE BY REMARKS 

 

Rose Javalera 

Sun Halo 

 

Taken with Olympus E410  

at ISO 200  

Sunny Mode  

No flash  

Picture Mode Natural 

Lens is 14-42mm 

 

Christopher Go 

Jupiter’s Tiny Red Spot 

 

Images were taken on June 1
st
 

2009 with a Celestron C11 

mounted on AP900GTO. Imager 

used was DMK21BF04 with a 

Homeyer motorized filter wheel 

for RGB. 

 

From Christopher Go: 

     The SEB looks normal.  Note 

the tiny red spot on the SEB.  

The EZ looks very turbulent.  It 

is also interesting to note that if 

you look at the northern edge of 

the SEB, it seems that EZ bluish 

streaks are connected to the dark 

streaks of the SEBn! 

 

     The NEB is very busy  with 

complex outbreaks and rifts.   

Note the small red oval rising on 

the NEBn. 

 

     At the NNTB, there is an 

interesting red oval. 
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Credit: 

Hubble Heritage Team, Space 

Telescope Science Institute, 

National Aeronautic and Space 

Administration, and the 

European Space Agency 

Transiting Moons 

 

The Hubble Space Telescope 

took this image of Saturn on 

February 24, 2009 with its four 

moons visibly on transit in front 

of the ringed planet. 

 

Rommel Candaza 

Easter Moon 

 

Image was taken on April 14
th

 

2009 with a 60-mm refractor and 

Olympus C-350. 
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BOOK REVIEW

 

 

 

     The Night Sky Observer’s Guide

hardcover volumes of doing observational 

astronomy, complete with illustrations, descriptive 

text, maps and charts. It is aimed at amateurs 

especially interested in observing galaxies, nebulae & 

nebulas. 

 

     The guide holds 5,541 targets which include: 

2,104 double stars, 433 variable stars, 2030 galaxies, 

127 planetary nebulae, 131 bright nebul

nebulae, 550 open clusters, 92 globular clusters and 5 

miscellaneous objects. It also contains 446 

photographs, 827 sketches, 431 star charts, and 143 

tables. 

 

     The first volume contains a lengthy 35 page 

introduction written by Craig Crossen (a contributor 

of Astronomy magazine), which provides a 

background on the contents of the book and what is 

being observed. It is then followed by a 10 page 
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Reuel Norman Marigza, Jr. 

Silliman University 

The Night Sky Observer’s Guide, are two 

hardcover volumes of doing observational 

astronomy, complete with illustrations, descriptive 

text, maps and charts. It is aimed at amateurs 

especially interested in observing galaxies, nebulae & 

The guide holds 5,541 targets which include: 

2,104 double stars, 433 variable stars, 2030 galaxies, 

127 planetary nebulae, 131 bright nebulae, 69 dark 

nebulae, 550 open clusters, 92 globular clusters and 5 

miscellaneous objects. It also contains 446 

photographs, 827 sketches, 431 star charts, and 143 

The first volume contains a lengthy 35 page 

en (a contributor 

magazine), which provides a 

background on the contents of the book and what is 

being observed. It is then followed by a 10 page 

chapter of helpful observing tips and concepts 

involved in observational astronomy. Among which 

are: cataloging, object visibility, field orientation, 

position angles, visual impressions, dark adaptation, 

visual telescopic descriptions, visual rating guides, 

using star charts, keeping records, eyepiece selection, 

sketching, estimating the field of vi

 

     The rest of the 64 chapters contain detailed 

discussions of constellations visible from the mid

northern latitudes, having one chapter for each. Each 

constellation is discussed in three parts: an overview, 

the interesting stars, and the deep

supported with maps, sketches and high

images in black and white. 

 

     The guide is written by two life

astronomers, with the help of several observers and 

astrophotographers. The Night Sky Observer’s Guide 

is an exceptional guide to observing the night sky. 
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George Robert Kepple 

 

Bell, Inc. Richmond, Virginia, USA 

chapter of helpful observing tips and concepts 

involved in observational astronomy. Among which 

are: cataloging, object visibility, field orientation, 

position angles, visual impressions, dark adaptation, 

visual telescopic descriptions, visual rating guides, 

using star charts, keeping records, eyepiece selection, 

sketching, estimating the field of view, etc. 

The rest of the 64 chapters contain detailed 

discussions of constellations visible from the mid-

northern latitudes, having one chapter for each. Each 

constellation is discussed in three parts: an overview, 

the interesting stars, and the deep-sky objects. It is 

supported with maps, sketches and high-resolution 

The guide is written by two life-long amateur 

astronomers, with the help of several observers and 

astrophotographers. The Night Sky Observer’s Guide 

n exceptional guide to observing the night sky. 
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However, for first time observers, the book may tend 

to be complicated without the assistance of someone 

with more experience or background. The bulkiness 

and weight of each volume, also, makes it 

inconvenient to carry around. But, the contents of the 

Observer’s Guide make it an excellent field guide. 
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BOOK REVIEW

 

 

Photo-Guide to the Constellations: 

A Self-Teaching Guide to Finding Your Way Around the Heavens 

 

 

© 1998  Chris Kitchin  

 

Springer; London 

 

 

 

Reuel Norman Marigza, Jr. 

Silliman University 

Chris Kitchin’s Photo-Guide to the Constellations is 

part of the Practical Astronomy Series that is edited 

by Patrick Moore. The guide provides photos and 

sketches of the constellations along with the 

background on the history of the constellation, 

derivation of its name, descriptions and a list of deep-

sky objects that can be found. Each photo in the book 

is backed up with a map of the targeted area in the 

sky, making it somewhat like an atlas of 

constellations. The book also provides a brief 

description of the planets. 

 

     The guide addresses the problems of stargazing, 

especially with regards to light pollution. It shows 

how light pollution affects visibility by providing 3 

photos for each section of the sky: in the suburbs, 

miles from the nearest town, and in an unpolluted 

sky. It can be observed that lesser stars are visible in 

lit areas, or even when the moon is present. 

 

     Kitchin designed the book to help the reader 

locate and identify the position of the stars and help 

them enjoy the beauty of the night sky. He provides 

effective tips and suggestions to help the observer 

enjoy the best in stargazing. 

 

     Having a photo-guide to help navigate you way 

through the night sky is very useful. However, the 

poor printing quality drags down the book. The print 

is light and the stars in the photos appear very faint. 

Only the brighter stars could easily be made out. 

Even with the help of a magnifying lens, it is easy to 

be confused with the faint printing. 
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BOOK REVIEW

 

 

Stars 

 

 

© 1985  Herbert S. Zim, Ph.D., Sc.D. 

  Robert H. Baker, Ph.D., D.Sc. 

  Mark R. Chartrand, Ph. D. 

  James Gordon Irving, illustrator 

 

Golden Press; New York 

 

 

 

Reuel Norman Marigza, Jr. 

Silliman University 

 

     Stars is a part of the Golden Guides collection 

produced by Golden Press. It is a small 160 page 

paperback guide to the constellations, the sun, the 

moon, planets, and other celestial bodies. The book is 

convenient to carry along wherever you go, making it 

an easy to access reference material. 

 

     The booklet has 150 full-color illustrations, actual 

photos and contains detailed discussions of celestial 

bodies that are usually targeted in observational 

astronomy. It contains charts of the major 

constellations, and tables used to help locate the 

planets (up to the year 1989), and explanations on 

meteors, comets, eclipses and other celestial objects. 

 

     The guide is scholarly written by PhDs yet is easy 

to understand. Although the book is small, it is 

actually lengthy. It contains a variety of topics in 

astronomy. The topics range from simple things like 

sunlight, to massive systems such as galaxies. The 

writers practically give the basics of what you would 

usually find in astronomy textbooks.  

 

     Stars is an easy to use guide for the beginner and 

long-time amateur astronomers, written for those who 

want to enjoy the wonders of the heavens. However, 

since the book was published in 1985 (practically 

older than most of us), the reader has to cross-refer 

the data he/she gets from Stars to other texts that are 

up-to-date. 

 

Availability: BOOKSALE 
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SOLAR BULLETIN 
 

 

Solar Bulletin for the months of March, April and May 2009 

 

Prepared by 

Raymund John Ang 

Chair, Commission on Sunspot Activity

 

 

About the Program 

 

     The Philippine Sunspot Number Program was initiated by the Astronomical League of the Philippines as one of 

its projects for the International Year of Astronomy 2009. Its aim is to consolidate solar observations from 

Philippine and foreign-based astronomers and produce the daily and monthly Philippine Sunspot Numbers. 

 

     Using relatively small telescopes in the 50 – 80mm range, dedicated solar observers monitor sunspot activity and 

report their monthly results to the commission. 

 

 

The Commission on Sunspot Activity 

 

     Scientific bodies – divisions, commissions, and working groups – were created within the Astronomical League 

of the Philippines to foster growth and development in the different fields of astronomy in the country. 

 

     One of the commissions established is the Commission on Sunspot Activity, under Division – Sun & Heliosphere. 

Its primary task is to recruit and train potential observers who can contribute to the sunspot monitoring program. The 

commission also collects sunspot data from solar observers and publishes the results in the Solar Bulletin section of 

the Philippine Journal of Astronomy. 

 

 

Calling on Solar Observers! 

 

     The Commission on Sunspot Activity is looking for dedicated solar observers who can monitor sunspot activity 

on a daily basis and participate in the Philippine Sunspot Number Program. You do not need to have expensive 

equipment to be part of the program. 

 

     If you have a telescope with an aperture of at least 50 to 80mm, you can do serious science by monitoring solar 

spots either by direct viewing with the aid of solar filters or projection of the sun’s images onto a piece of white 

cardboard. You can also participate if you have a setup with a larger aperture. But be reminded to place an aperture 

stop and appropriate filter in front of the objective lens. 

 

     If you are interested to join the program, please contact the chair of the commission at rj_y_ang@yahoo.com 
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30 

MARCH 

2009 

 

 

DAY No. of 

Observations 

Rp 

1 -  

2 1 0 

3 1 0 

4 1 0 

5 1 0 

6 -  

7 1 11 

8 -  

9 1 0 

10 1 0 

11 1 0 

12 1 0 

13 1 0 

14 1 0 

15 1 0 

16 -  

17 -  

18 1 0 

19 1 0 

20 1 0 

21 -  

22 1 0 

23 1 0 

24 1 0 

25 1 0 

26 -  

27 -  

28 -  

29 -  

30 -  

31 -  

 

 

Rp – Philippine Sunspot Number 

 

 

 

 

 

STATISTICS 

 

Observers No. of Observations 

Raymund John Ang 19 

 

 

Total No. of Observations:  19 

 

Monthly Average:  0.58 

 

Standard Deviation:  2.52 

 

Minimum:   0 

 

Maximum:   11 

 

Coverage:   19/31 (61.29%) 

 

 

SUMMARY 

 

     With a monthly coverage of 61.29% or 19 days 

out of a total of 31, the sunspot coverage is 

significantly higher than the previous month, though 

there is still a need to increase the number of 

observers to extend the geographical area.  

 

     A total of 19 observations were gathered for the 

month of March 2009 with a monthly average of 

0.58, a minimum count of 0 and maximum sunspot 

count of 11, only for the 7
th

. 
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APRIL 

2009 

 

 

DAY No. of 

Observations 

Rp 

1 1 0 

2 1 0 

3 1 0 

4 1 0 

5 1 0 

6 -  

7 -  

8 1 0 

9 1 0 

10 1 0 

11 1 0 

12 -  

13 -  

14 1 0 

15 1 0 

16 -  

17 1 0 

18 -  

19 -  

20 1 0 

21 1 0 

22 1 0 

23 1 0 

24 1 0 

25 -  

26 1 0 

27 -  

28 -  

 

 

Rp – Philippine Sunspot Number 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STATISTICS 

 

Observers No. of Observations 

Raymund John Ang 18 

 

 

Total No. of Observations:  18 

 

Monthly Average:  0 

 

Standard Deviation:  0 

 

Minimum:   0 

 

Maximum:   0 

 

Coverage:   18/30 (60.00%) 

 

 

SUMMARY 

 

     For the month of April 2009, there was no 

observed sunspot activity. 
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MAY 

2009 

 

 

DAY No. of 

Observations 

Rp 

1 -  

2 -  

3 -  

4 1 0 

5 1 0 

6 -  

7 1 0 

8 -  

9 1 0 

10 1 0 

11 1 0 

12 1 0 

13 1 11 

14 1 12 

15 1 11 

16 1 12 

17 1 12 

18 -  

19 -  

20 -  

21 1 0 

22 -  

23 1 12 

24 1 0 

25 1 0 

26 1 0 

27 -  

28 -  

 

 

Rp – Philippine Sunspot Number 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STATISTICS 

 

Observers No. of Observations 

Raymund John Ang 17 

 

 

Total No. of Observations:  17 

 

Monthly Average:  4.12 

 

Standard Deviation:  5.75 

 

Minimum:   0 

 

Maximum:   12 

 

Coverage:   17/31 (54.84%) 

 

 

SUMMARY 

 

     A total number of 17 observations were submitted 

for May 2009. Compared to the previous month, 

there was an increase in sunspot activity. This month, 

a sunspot count of 12 was registered on the 14
th

, 16
th

, 

17
th

, and the 23
rd

. 

 

     However there was slightly lower monthly 

coverage this month compared to the previous with 

only 17 days covered. 
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